How GE, the World’s Most Active
Industrial Internet of Things Investor,
Uses CB Insights To Stay on Top
of IIoT Startups & Trends
To meet the challenge of managing knowledge
around IIoT and accelerate internal collaboration,
GE uses CB Insights.
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GE saw the potential of IIoT before virtually anyone else
And it was critical they did
For GE, a market leader in a diverse array of business lines ranging
from jet engines to medical imaging to transportation, the productivity and revenue opportunities that IIoT unlocks are massive.
GE saw the opportunity for IIoT technologies early. Through
M&A, partnerships and investments, they excel at using startups
and emerging tech companies as a way to bring this innovation
to their organization.
Notably, they’ve:
• Acquired LM Wind Power for $1.65B in October 2016 to bring
their app capabilities to turbines.
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• Invested in companies like Maana and Mocana, which
develop unique technologies related to manufacturing, big
data and cybersecurity.
• Acquired ServiceMax and Meridium to accelerate its industrial
app portfolio; acquired Wise.io and BitStew to strengthen its
Predix platform.
The organization’s commitment to IIoT manifests itself in two groups
with distinct but complementary goals to bring innovation to GE:

Most Active IIoT Investor
Notable investments:

• GE Ventures — Offers entrepreneurs and startups access to
GE’s expertise, resources and capital to accelerate startup growth.
• GE Digital — Connects software, apps and analytics to
industrial businesses, enabling them to operate faster, smarter
and more efficiently.
Both GE Ventures and GE Digital are charged with keeping tabs
on IIoT and also in sharing that knowledge within their teams and
across the organization.
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CB Insights Collections Activity
15283 Companies Captured
4,548 Investors & News
Mentions Tracked
40 Collections Created

Even in a visionary organization, knowledge management was
a challenge
In a space growing as rapidly as IIoT and in an organization as
expansive as GE, the discovery of companies and trends and
associated discussion and collaboration among teams became
incredibly important.
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First, the GE team cloned the Industrial
Internet of Things Expert Collection
that the CB Insights research team had
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